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This invention relates to machines for washing fabrics 
or webs in the open-width. 

Heretofore water sprays have been used in machines 
for Washing fabrics, such sprays acting on the fabrics or 
serving to assist the passage of the fabrics through water. 
An object of the present invention is to provide simple 

and convenient means for increasing the e?iciency of 
such spray washing machines. 

According to the present invention, there is provided 
a machine for washing fabric in the open width, in which 
the fabric is passed between a series of liquid sprays and 
a corrugated plate arranged so that the sprays press the 
fabric against the plate, the ori?ces through which the 
sprays issue being so shaped as to cause the sprays to 
acquire a fan-like shape. The effect of the sprays press 
ing the fabric against the corrugated plate is to cause the 
fabric to ?ex as it passes over each corrugation, thus 
loosening the foreign matter entrained between the ?bres 
of the fabric and enabling the sprays to remove it more 
readily. The fact that the plate is corrugated appre 
ciably reduces the surface tension which would otherwise 
impose a resistance to the passage of the fabric. 

Holes may be provided in the corrugated plate enabling 
circulation of water to ensure that there is always a ?lm 
of water between the cloth and the plate, thus providing 
a further reduction in the surface tension. 
An embodiment of the invention will now be described, 

with reference by way of example, to the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a schematic view of the inside of a 

washing machine in accordance with the invention, 
‘FIGURE 2 is a sectional view of a spray nozzle, 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional View of a portion of a cor 

rugated plate, and 
FIGURE 4 is a view from the corrugated plate towards 

the spray nozzles to show the staggered relationship 
thereof. 

Referring to FIGURE 1, there is shown a washing tank 
1 through which a web of cloth 2 is guided by rollers 3. 
Positioned in the tank 1 are corrugated plates 4 over 
which the cloth 2 passes and on the side of the cloth 2 
remote from each plate 4 there are arranged a plurality 
of horizontal pipes 5 joined by a manifold (not shown) 
to a source of Water under pressure. Each pipe 5 has 
spaced along its length a number of spray nozzles 6 of 
such shape and arrangement that the issuing spray is 
fan-like. It is found that if the sprays issue through 
simple small round holes in the spray pipes the jets of 
wash liquor are so concentrated on small areas of the 
web that damage to the surface of the web and displace 
ment of the warp and weft threads resulted, even when 
the pressure applied to the inside of the pipes was re 
duced. This is overcome in the present invention by 
using slots or square or rectangular holes in the spray 
pipes, which cause the sprays to assume a fan-like shape, 
thus spreading the wash liquor more uniformly over the 
face of the web 2. The slots can be formed either by 
machining the desired pro?le in the wall of the pipe or, 
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as shown in FIGURE 2, by plates 7 having holes 8 of 
the desired shape secured to the pipe 5 by a detachable 
cap 9. It is not essential for the spray pipes to be paral 
lellso long as the distribution of sprays is substantially 
uniform over the area of the web exposed. To assist 
in the uniform washing effect, the nozzles 6 on adjacent 
pipes 5 are preferably staggered with respect to one 
another, as shown in FIGURE 4. 
The corrugations on the plates 4 can be of any con 

venient size or depth provided that the pitch between 
each corrugation does not exceed the distance between 
adjacent pipes. 
As already mentioned the plates 4 may be provided 

with holes 10, as shown in FIGURE 3, to reduce surface 
tension drag on the cloth 2. 

The washing effect is increased and the tension in the 
cloth reduced if the water level 11 in the tank 1 is below 
that of the bottom spray pipe, as shown in FIGURE 1. 
It is possible to arrange several banks of sprays in one 
tank. 
What I claim is: 
1. A machine for washing a continuous web of fabric 

in the open width, in which the fabric is passed between 
a series of liquid sprays and a corrugated plate arranged 
so that the sprays press the fabric against the plate so 
as to cause the fabric to flex as it passes over each cor 
rugation, the ori?ces through which the sprays issue being 
so shaped as to cause the sprays to acquire a fan-like 
shape. 

2. A machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein spray 
nozzles are so arranged that the distribution of spray is 
substantially uniform over the area of fabric being 
washed at any instant. 

3. A machine as claimed in claim 2, wherein the spray 
nozzles are staggered so that adjacent nozzles are not 
in lines parallel to the path of the fabric over the cor 
rugated plate. 

4. A machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein the cor 
rugated plate is provided with holes therethrough to 
permit passage of water. 

5. A machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein the cor 
rugated plate and associated series of sprays is arranged 
so that the fabric passes vertically therebetween, the 
watelr level in the machine being below the lowest spray 
nozz e. 
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